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Abstract 

In this paper, we propose a novel back-
ground subtraction algorithm, which 
takes both texture and motion information 
into account. Texture information is rep-
resented by local binary pattern (LBP), 
which is tolerant of illumination changes 
and is computational simplicity. Assum-
ing that there is significant structure in 
the correlations between observations 
across time, we propose a novel operator 
to extract motion information. Then, each 
pixel is modeled as a group of texture 
pattern histograms and motion pattern 
histograms respectively. Finally, we 
combine the texture pattern-based and 
motion pattern-based background model. 
Experimental results on challenging vid-
eos demonstrate the robustness and effec-
tiveness of the proposed method. 

Keywords: Background subtraction, tex-
ture pattern, motion pattern 

1. Introduction 

With the increasing demands of secu-
rity, automated visual surveillance has 
become a hot topic. For surveillance 
video captured by static camera, the first 
sub-problem is background subtraction to 
detect moving objects in scene. However, 

background subtraction turns out to be a 
challenging problem due to many factors, 
such as color distortion, shadow caused 
by moving object, illumination variation 
and scene motion (e.g. wave). 

Aiming at these problems, two types of 
approaches have been proposed: pixel-
wise methods and hybrid methods. 

Most of the pixel-wise methods, e.g., 
temporal difference and median filtering, 
assume that the observation sequence of 
each pixel is independent to each other 
and background scene is static. In the fa-
mous method [1], pixel in the scene is 
modeled as a Mixture of Gaussian. El-
gammal utilizes a general nonparametric 
kernel density estimation technique for 
building a statistical representation of the 
scene background [2]. A non-statistical 
clustering technique to construct a back-
ground model is presented in [3]. The 
background is encoded on a pixel-by-
pixel basis and samples at each pixel are 
clustered into the set of codewords. Al-
though the above background subtraction 
methods have significantly different 
modeling schemes, most of them use 
standard color or intensity information to 
differ foreground from background, 
which is a strict assumption and limit 
their application in dynamic environment. 
Most of the dynamic scenes exhibit per-
sistent motion characteristics. Therefore, 
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a natural approach to model their behav-
ior is via motion information (i.e. optical 
flow). In [4], both temporal and spatial 
information are exploited to improve 
background subtraction results. Mittal 
and Paragios [5] use the most recent T 
frames to build a non-parametric model 
of color and optical flow. While their ap-
proach still views the image as a set of 
independent pixels, they produce impres-
sive results when the same motions are 
observed many times in every block of T 
frames. These pixel-wise algorithms can 
effectively adapt to smooth behaviors and 
gradual variations in the background. 
However, there are still some problems 
which lead to poor performance when in-
frequent motions occur, such as trees rus-
tling periodically (but not constantly) due 
to wind gusts.  

Hybrid methods take the correlation 
between pixels in the spatial vicinity into 
account. In [6, 7], background modeling 
is fulfilled in a jointly pixel, region and 
frame level. The textured-based method 
proposed in [8] forms an elegant combi-
nation of the pixel-wise and region-wise 
algorithms. Local binary patterns (LBP) 
are exploited as features and then each 
pixel is represented as a statistical model 
of a large region around it over time se-
ries. It outperforms the traditional pixel-
based methods. Tian [9] integrates inten-
sity and texture information into the 
GMM model to remove shadows and to 
enable the algorithm working for quick 
lighting changes. In [10], scene is 
coarsely represented as the union of pixel 
layers and foreground objects are de-
tected by propagating these layers using a 
maximum-likelihood assignment. How-
ever, the limitations of the method are 
high-computational complexity and the 
requirement of an extra offline training 
step. Please refer to [11] for a more com-
plete background subtraction methods 
review. 

In this paper, we endorse the necessity 
to exploit motion information and thus 
extend Heikkila’s algorithm [8] into the 
spatial-temporal domain in feature level. 
The overview of our algorithm is shown 
in Fig.1. First, texture and motion feature 
maps are extracted using corresponding 
operators. Second, for each pixel we 
compute two histograms over the region 
surrounding it in these two feature maps 
respectively. Third, two statistical model 
are obtained over time, with K most rep-
resentative histograms respectively. Fi-
nally, they are combined in a natural 
fashion, also with a modeling update 
mechanism. When a new frame is coming, 
model subtraction is executed to make a 
decision. Experimental results indicate 
that the proposed method is effective for 
dynamic background modeling and out-
performs the work by [1] and [8].  

 Fig.1. Illustration of the background 
subtraction framework based on texture and 
motion pattern. 

The remainder of paper is organized as 
follows. In section 2, we introduce the 
spatial and temporal operator to extract 
the texture and motion pattern respec-
tively. The background modeling proce-
dure is described in section 3. In section 4, 
experimental results are given. Finally, 
conclusion and future work are drawn in 
section 5.  

2. Texture and Motion Pattern 

To capture the texture and motion pattern, 
a spatial and a temporal operator are in-
troduced in this section, as shown in Fig.2. 
Here, we denote SO  and TO  for them 
respectively. Given the frame with gray 
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level at time T by ( )TF x , we calculate 

the spatial feature map ( )
TSf x and the 

temporal feature map ( )
Tmf x  through 

the SO  and TO  separately, as shown in 
Fig.3. 

 
Fig.2. (a) Spatial operator. (b) Temporal 
operator. 

2.1. Texture Pattern with Spatial Op-
erator 

Similar to [8], we adopt ordinary LBP 
as the spatial operator SO  (see Fig. 2(a)), 
because it is simple, effective, and what is 
more, invariant to gray-scale changes. 
Please refer to [8] for a detailed descrip-
tion of LBP. 
2.2. Motion Pattern with Temporal 

Operator 

As mentioned above, the motion in-
formation is very important for back-
ground modeling. Here, we introduce a 
new temporal operator TO  to obtain the 
motion pattern, as shown in Fig. 2(b). 
The motion pattern extracted in the pixel 
x at time T can be calculated as Eq.1: 

7

0

( ) ( )2 p
T p

p

f x bt x
=

= ∑                (1) 

The function ( )pbt x  keeps the sign of 
the difference between the central pixel x 
at time T and its neighboring pixel px  in 
previous T-1th frame. It is formularized 
as follows: 

11, ( ) ( )
( )

0,
T p T

p

I x I x
bt x

else
− ≥⎧

= ⎨
⎩

        (2) 

, where ( )TI x  is the intensity value in 
the pixel x at time T. 

 
Fig.3. Illustration of the texture and motion 
pattern histograms computed over a rectangu-
lar region. 

2.3. Discussion 

The temporal operator TO  in Section 
2.2 is somewhat inspired by volume local 
binary patterns (VLBP) and local binary 
patterns on three orthogonal planes (LBP-
TOP) proposed by [12], which is quite 
similar to our approach at the first glance. 
However, they are different as follows: (1) 
VLBP and LBP-TOP combine the spatial 
and temporal texture patterns in a feature 
level, thus it forms a very high dimen-
sional feature vector (even the dimen-
sionality of simplified LBP-TOP 
is 83 2× ), which may cause high-
computation complexity. In contrast, the 
operators used in our paper maintain the 
motion pattern separately to the texture 
pattern. This leads to a much lower di-
mensional representation which is suit-
able for on-line learning tasks and is 
computational efficient. (2) To get VLBP 
and LBP-TOP, one needs information 
from posterior neighboring frames, which 
limit their application to online process-
ing task, e.g., background modeling. On 
the other hand, our temporal operator TO  
only requires information from previous 
adjacent frame. (3) Our texture and mo-
tion pattern are first model separately fol-
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lowed by a combining schema, which is 
different from [12]. 

3. Background Modeling based on 
Texture and Motion Pattern 

In this section, we introduce back-
ground modeling mechanism based on 
texture and motion pattern described 
above. The goal is to construct and main-
tain a statistical representation of the 
scene that the camera sees. In the follow-
ing, we explain the background modeling 
procedure for one pixel. The procedure is 
identical for each pixel, which allows for 
a high-speed parallel implementation if 
necessary. 

For one particular pixel x at time T, our 
algorithm combines a texture pattern-
based with a motion pattern-based back-
ground model in the following manner: 

( ) (1 ) ( ) ( )T spatial T temporal TP x P x P xγ γ= − +    (3) 

, where ( )TP x  is the probability that the 
pixel x at time T belongs to background, 

( )spatial TP x  is the probability using tex-
ture pattern information only, 

( )temporal TP x  is the probability using 
motion pattern information only, and γ  
is a mixture factor to control the influence 
of the texture pattern-based background 
model and the motion pattern-based 
background model. Both models have 
complementary strengths to each other. 
Thus, our choice of combination of these 
two models accentuates the advantages of 
each. Then an incoming pixel is detected 
as foreground if ( )T pP x Th≤ , where 

pTh  is a threshold. 
For the particular pixel x, we calculate 

its texture pattern histogram ( , )HS x T  
over a user-tunable rectangular region of 

( )tfs x  at time T (see Fig.3). For effi-
cient calculation, integral histogram [13] 

is used here. The distribution of the his-
tograms by time 1T − , denoted by 
{ ( , ) | 1,..., 1}HS x t t T= − , is modeled 
by K most representative histograms 

,( 1){ ( ) | 1,..., }i THS x i K− = . Each 

,( 1) ( )i THS x−  have a weight 

,( 1) ( )i Tws x−  for 1,...,i K=  

and ,( 1)
1

( ) 1
K

i T
i

ws x−
=

=∑ . In other words, 

( )spatial TP x can be represented as follows: 

,( 1) ,
1

( ) ( ) ( )
K

s
spatial T i T i T

i

P x ws x xδ−
=

=∑         (4) 

The Dirac delta function ,
s
i Tδ  is defined 

as: 
,( 1)

,

1, min{ | ( ( , ), ( )) }

0,
j Ts ss

i T

i j S HS x T H x Th

otherwise
δ −

= >⎧⎪= ⎨
⎪⎩

 (5) 

, where sTh  is a similarity threshold for 
texture pattern-based background model. 
The Dirac delta function ,

s
i Tδ  equals one 

when its index i equals the index of the 
first representative histogram (of K) 
which is similar enough to the current 
texture pattern histogram ( , )HS x T . 

Otherwise, ,
s
i Tδ  equals zero. The similar-

ity function S between two histograms 

1H  and 2H  is calculated using the his-
togram intersection operation:  

1 2 1, 2,
1

( , ) min( , )
B

b b
b

s H H H H
=

= ∑           (6) 

, where B is the number of histogram bins.  
( )temporal TP x  is then defined in a similar 

manner. 
In the background updating phase, if 

none of the K most representative texture 
pattern histograms 

,( 1){ ( ) | 1,..., }i THs x i K− =  match the 
current texture pattern histogram 

( , )HS x T , the representative texture pat-
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tern histogram with lowest weight is re-
placed with the current texture pattern his-
togram ( , )HS x T  weighted by a low 
prior weight β . A match is defined as the 

similarity above a threshold sTh . The 
weights of the K most representative tex-
ture pattern histograms at time T are ad-
justed with the new data as follows: 

, ,( 1) ,( ) (1 ) ( ) ( )s
i T i T i Tws x ws x xα αδ−= − +      (7) 

, where α  is the learning rate. The repre-
sentative texture pattern histogram which 
matches the new observation is updated as 
follows: 

, ,( 1)( ) (1 ) ( ) ( , )i T i THs x Hs x HS x Tα α−= − +        (8) 
As a last stage of the updating procedure, 
we sort the K most representative texture 
pattern histograms in decreasing order 
according to their weights. The motion 
pattern-based background model is up-
dated in a similar manner. 

4. Experiments and Discussion 

The performance of the proposed method 
for background subtraction is evaluated in 
this section. The algorithm is imple-
mented using C++, on a computer with 
Intel-Core 2 1.86 GHz processor. It 
achieves a processing speed of 10 fps at a 
resolution of 160 120×  pixels. We 
compare the performance of our method 
with the widely used methods of GMM [1] 
and LBP-based method [8]. Both qualita-
tive and quantitative comparisons are per-
formed to evaluate our approach. The 
quantitative comparison is done in terms 
of the number of false negatives (the 
number of foreground pixels that are 
missed) and false positives (the number 
of background pixels that are marked as 
foreground). 

In order to validate the proposed tech-
nique, two different types of scenes are 
firstly considered. The first is the chal-
lenging outdoor scene (see Fig.4), which 
involves swaying trees and rain. The sec-

ond is the scene (see Fig.5) which con-
tains a moving duck in foreground, with 
dynamic background composed of ripples 
in the water with reflection. Even in these 
difficulty scenes, we observe that the al-
gorithm is able to robustly detect the ob-
jects of interest with extremely low false 
alarm rate. In Fig.5, there are some false 
positives, occurring due to the reflection 
of the moving duck in the water. Please 
see Table 1 for the parameter values used, 
where K is the number of the most repre-
sentative texture or motion pattern histo-
grams, N N×  the size of the rectangular 
region over which texture or motion pat-
tern histogram is computed, Bins the 
number of histogram bins by using the 
equalization method, sTh  the threshold 
of histogram similarity, α  the learning 
rate, β  a low prior weight for newly 
added representative histogram, γ  the 

mixture factor and pTh  the threshold of 
the minimum portion of the weight that 
should be accounted for by the back-
ground. 

Table 1. The parameter values of the 
proposed method for the results in Fig.4, 5 and 
6. 

 
In Fig. 6(a), we show the results of the 

proposed method using other three test 
sequences. The sequences used in the ex-
periment include dynamic background, 
and illumination changes. The frames on 
the first column are from background 
subtraction competition in VSSN2006 
[14], which contain heavily swaying trees. 
The next frames on the second column 
are from [5] where the challenge was due 
to the vigorous motion of the trees and 
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bushes. The proposed method robustly 
handles these situations and the moving 
object is detected correctly because it 
combines texture and motion information 
of background image variations. The last 
frames on the third column are from [6] 
where a person walks in front a swaying 
tree. The proposed method also gives 
good results. Identical parameters are 
used in these sequences, although it is 
possible to adapt the values for better per-
formance. Please see Table 1 for the pa-
rameter values used. In experiments, for 
all parameters, we find that a good value 
can be chosen across a wide range of val-
ues. 

 Fig.4. Detection results from a outdoor 
sequence, which contains swaying trees and 
rain. 

 Fig.5. Detection results from a sequence, 
which contains a moving duck in foreground, 
with dynamic background composed of 
ripples in the water with reflection. 

In order to provide a quantitative per-
spective about the quality of foreground 
detection with our approach, we manually 
mark the foreground regions in five 
frames from each sequence in Fig.6 to 
generate ground truth data, and make 
comparison with GMM and LBP. The 
numbers of error classifications are 
achieved by summing the errors from the 
frames corresponding to the ground truth 
frames. 
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(b) 

Fig.6. Comparision results of GMM, LBP and 
the proposed method. a) is the original test 
sequences and some detection results of the 
GMM, LBP and the proposed method. b) is 
the test results. FN and FP stand for false 
negatives and false positives, respectively. 

The corresponding quantitative com-
parison is reported in Fig. 6(b). For all 
sequences, the proposed method achieves 
excellent performance in terms of false 
positives, and false negatives are accept-
able. Since the proposed method is ob-
tained by fusing texture and motion pat-
tern, it is robust against dynamic back-
ground and illumination changes. It 
should be noticed that, for the proposed 
method, most of the false negatives occur 
on the contour areas of the foreground 
objects (see Fig. 6(a)). This is mainly be-
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cause the features are extracted from the 
pixel neighborhood. Overall, the pro-
posed method outperforms the compari-
son methods for the used test sequences. 

5. Conclusion and Future Work 

In this paper, we propose an algorithm 
to combine texture pattern with motion 
pattern for background subtraction under 
difficult conditions. Both texture and mo-
tion information can be obtained using 
two LBP-like operators, which are invari-
ant to illumination changes and computa-
tional simplicity. Experiments show that 
the proposed background subtraction al-
gorithm is robust to dynamic movement 
in natural scenes such as swaying vegeta-
tion, waving trees, ripples in the water 
and rain. 

Our future work will focus on how to 
fuse texture and motion pattern for other 
computer vision applications, such as be-
havior analysis and visual speech recog-
nition. 
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